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Chapter 7: Categorical & Continuous Variables 

Other Methods of Coding Categorical Variables to Create Cross Products 

As noted in Chapter 6, there are numerous ways of coding categorical variables into variables that can 
be analyzed in MR. We covered three: dummy coding, effect coding, and criterion scaling. In Chapter 7 
we used dummy coding as the basis for the creation of cross products (interaction terms), but we could 
have used other coding methods. Two such methods are discussed here. For comparison purposes, the 
relevant regression results from the chapter (with dummy coding) are shown in Figure 1. 

Testing Interactions Using Effect Coding of Categorical Variables 

Effect coding was presented in Chapter 6, and like dummy coding, it could be used as the basis for the 
creation of cross products to test for interactions (moderation) in multiple regression. Although effect 
coding and cross products seem less useful when a categorical variable has only two categories (as 
opposed to three or more), I will use it here with the Kranzler et al simulated data because those are the 
data we used to illustrate most completely interactions between categorical and continuous variables. 

Recall that with effect coding, one group is assigned a value of 1 for the effect-coded variable, others are 
assigned a value of zero, and one group is assigned a value of -1 on all effect-coded variables. In Chapter 
6 we assigned values of -1 to the contrast group, the group that was assigned values of zero across 
variables when we used dummy coding. 

With only two groups (boys and girls) in the test bias example, we would assign values of 1 to one group 
and values of -1 to the other group. I created such a code in the Kranzler et al simulated data and named 
it girls_eff; girls were assigned a value of 1 and boys a value of -1. Figure 2 compares this effect-coded 
sex variable compared to a dummy-coded version. The cross product variable, created by multiplying 
girls_eff x cbm_cen (centered CBM scores) is named  cbm_girleff. 

Figure 3 shows the regression results using the effect-coded sex variable and the cross product of that 
variable and the centered CBM variable. Compare these results with those in the chapter (based on 
dummy coding). Note that the ΔR2 associated with the cross product is identical to the value shown in 
the chapter. It does not matter which method is chosen for coding categorical variables and creating 
cross products. If we do it correctly, the ΔR2 associated with the cross-products and the statistical 
significance of this block will always be the same. 

In the table of coefficients, however, note that the b values differ from those in the chapter. This makes 
sense, because the effect coding and the resulting cross product make different comparisons than does 
dummy coding. Note also that one of the t values and its level of statistical significance differs. The take-
home lesson is that different coefficients may be significant or not in the table of coefficients (because, 
in part, different comparisons are being made), but that the statistical significance of the ΔR2 should 
remain the same across coding methods, and no matter how many cross-products there are. So, for 
example, if we had a three-level categorical variable we would have two dummy or effect-coded 
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variables (g-1), and thus two cross-product terms would be needed to test for an interaction. As long as 
we added both of those cross-products in the second block of the regression, the ΔR2 should remain the 
same across coding methods. 

What do the coefficients represent? Recall that effect coding produces results that are consistent with 
the general linear model, with comparisons to the grand mean or the mean of means. And although the 
various coefficients can be interpreted (see, for example Cohen et al., 2003 for more detail), the 
interpretation is not as straightforward as when dummy coding is used.  

 

Follow-up for a Statistically Significant Interaction 

In the chapter I suggested that when you encounter a statistically significant interaction (cross product) 
between a categorical and continuous variable that you should graph it to understand the nature of the 
interaction. You may also want to determine whether the continuous variable is statistically significant 
in all groups. As noted in the text, we can get the correct regression coefficients for all the groups from 
the overall regression, but the SEs and statistical significance are incorrect for the group coded 1 on the 
dummy variable. I suggested that if this information was needed for follow-up that a simple way of 
obtaining that information was to simply redo the regression and recode the dummy variable in the 
opposite direction. 

Another way to obtain the regression coefficients, and which also provides the correct SEs, is shown in 
the section below. 

Testing Separate Slopes in a Single Regression 

Cohen and colleagues (2003) showed a neat trick that allows both the calculation of the regression 
equations for the separate groups (which we did when we used dummy coding for the Sex variable) and 
the statistical significance of the slopes for the separate groups. Because the overall regression tells you 
the correct coefficients for both groups, but the correct SEs only for the group coded 0, I suggested in 
the text that if you want to determine the statistical significance of these separate slopes the easiest 
way to do so was to redo the regression, with a reversed dummy variable and a new cross-product. This 
“simple slopes” method from Cohen and colleagues is a more elegant method of gaining that 
information. 

It is a little tricky to describe, but I hope this description combined with an illustration will make the 
method clear. In our methodology so far, we have been creating g-1 dummy or effect-coded categorical 
variables. When we multiply those times the centered continuous variables, we also have g-1 cross 
products. In the first block in the regression, we add the coded categorical variable(s) and the centered 
continuous variable. In block 2, we have added the cross product, or when there are more than two 
categories to the categorical variable, multiple cross products. 
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What the Cohen et al. “simple slopes” method does is essentially gets rid of the continuous variable in 
block 2, but adds g (not g-1) cross products that include a combination of the cross products and the 
continuous predictor variable. The first simple slope variable has the same values as the centered 
continuous variable for the first group, but values of zero for every other group. The second simple slope 
variable has the same value as the centered continuous variable for the second group, but values of zero 
for every other group, and so on. Again, the regression includes only the coded categorical variables and 
the simple slope variables (not the centered continuous variable). The resulting unstandardized 
coefficients for the simple slopes variables show the coefficients (and the correct SEs and statistical 
significance) for the separate regressions for each group. 

Here is how it would work using the Kranzler et al. simulated data. Figure 4 shows a portion of the data 
with these two new simple slope variables included; these are labeled “cbm_boy” and “cbm_girl.” 
Notice, as described, that for the boys, the values for the cbm_boy variable are equal to the centered 
CBM variable for boys, but equal to zero for girls. And note that the cbm_girl variable has values equal 
to the centered CBM variable for girls, but values of zero for the boys. 

Figure 5 shows some of the results of the multiple regression of CAT Reading Comprehension test on the 
dummy coded Sex variable, cbm_boy, and cbm_girl. Note that the R and the R2 are identical to the value 
for block 2 of the MR shown in the Chapter (Figure 7.15), .556 and .309, respectively. We could 
legitimately calculate the ΔR2 and statistical significance of the interaction term by comparing this value 
with the value from block 1 of the sequential regression shown in Figure 7.15. It doesn’t matter how you 
enter the interaction terms, if you enter them as a block (and do it correctly), the ΔR2, F, etc will be the 
same. 

The figure also shows the table of coefficients. In this table, 

1. The intercept (as in the original dummy-coded analysis) represents the intercept for the group 
coded zero on the dummy-coded Sex variable (Boys). 

2. The b for Girl is the difference in intercepts for the group coded 1 on the Girl variable (Girls). 
Thus the girl intercept for the separate regression equations is 675.571 – 20.014 = 655.557. We 
got this same information, of course, from the initial analysis.  

3. The b coefficient for cbm_boy is equal to the value we would obtain for the slope of the 
regression line if we were to do a separate regression for boys. The table also shows that this 
value is not statistically significant. Note that the SE for this slope is correct. Note also that this 
value and its SE are the same as shown in the text (because boys were coded 0 in the original 
anlaysis). 

4. The b coefficient for cbm_girl is equal to the value we would obtain for the slope of the 
regression line if we were to do a separate regression for girls. The SE is different, however (and 
is correct in the present analysis). Note also that it is statistically significant. 

Once again, we could and did figure out the regression coefficients (intercepts and b’s) for the separate 
regressions for boys and girls from the values shown in the original regression (Figure 7.15), but to get 
the statistical significance we would have needed to redo the analysis using girls as the reference group.  
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Cohen and colleagues note that this method is useful when researchers want to know whether or not a 
particular variable is a statistically significant predictor in every group. I expect that in most cases 
researchers will still want to conduct the original sequential regression analysis to determine whether 
the interaction (cross product or cross products with more than two groups) is statistically significant. 
Thus I expect most of us would use the method as a follow-up test. Still, it is an elegant method. 
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Figure 1. Table of coefficients from the regression with boys coded zero and girls coded 1 (from Chapter 
7). The row for cbm_cen in the lower half of the table shows the coefficient, standard error, etc for 
group coded 0 on the dummy variable (boys). The table provides the correct standard error for the 
coefficient for boys, but not for girls. 
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Figure 2. Effect coding of the Girl/Sex variable compared to dummy coding in the Kranzler et al. 
simulated data. 
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Figure 3. Regression results with effect coding used as the basis for creating cross products. 
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Figure 4. A portion of the Kranzler et al simulated data with the addition of the new “simple slope” 
variables. 
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Figure 5. Regression results using the simple slopes method. 

 


